Company Profile

Be Inspired
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A Swiss familyowned company
with tradition.
A leading and
highly competent
high-tech supplier.

Our mission
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«Configure to Inspire.» Jansen is committed to innovation.
We design the future and develop solutions that inspire our
customers – whether as supplier of architectural building
systems, supplier of precision steel tubes and sections
for the automotive industry or as manufacturer of plastic
systems for geothermal applications.

The company

Materials

Inspiration

With its strong tradition, Jansen has a

Steel, plastic and aluminium determine

We allow ourselves to be inspired, and

wealth of experience to support its on-

our activities. We turn these materials

every day seek new avenues in product

going development. Everything is based

into something more. In doing so,

development, technology and services.

on mutual trust and the desire to pro-

Jansen is known for its pioneering and

duce top quality. This is the foundation

exploratory work. We create new ideas

Innovation is part of our strategy, which

of the Jansen brand, which is highly

for new products.

helps us to achieve outstanding pro-

valued in Switzerland, Europe and the

gress over the long term. We are assis-

world. As an industrial company, we

We provide excellent solutions using

ted in that via partnerships with associ-

accept responsibility and – with our

sophisticated technologies and process-

ated companies. It is imperative for

energy-efficient product and system

es. All in the service of our many

us that our solutions are of top quality.

solutions – fully support the principle

customers, who benefit directly from

Jansen ensures both qualitative and

of sustainability.

Jansen quality.

emotional added value. This is evidenced by our range of reputable cus

Our actions are based on values such
as partnership, innovation, know-how,
the environment and quality.

tomers.
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We have strong
roots, but embrace
new developments.
We build on
experience, and
seek progress.

Who we are
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Jansen has both feet on the ground – and continues
to assuredly pursue new avenues. We are doers, reliably
supplying Swiss quality. We are developers, and surprise
our customers with innovation.

History

Spectrum of services

The Group

The foundation for today’s successful

Jansen’s key services cover all fields of

The Jansen Group is entirely family-

company was laid by Josef Jansen in the

competence including development,

owned. The workforce numbers about

St. Gallen Rhine valley in Switzerland in

manufacturing, customer service and

one thousand internationally, including

1923. The small workshop developed

distribution. We continually work on

about sixty apprentices. Jansen has

into an international high-tech company.

optimising solutions and processes. We

offices and distributors worldwide.

Its pioneering spirit has been retained.

aim for sustainable, top-quality products

Jansen has strong roots and is open to

with strong value creation. They stand

the world, it is firmly grounded and

for Swiss quality, reliability and innov

the Jansen Group includes Jansen GmbH

future-oriented. We work with what has

ation. Customers appreciate our

Dingelstädt (DE), Jansen GmbH Essen

been tried-and-tested and at the same

dependability in the context of holistic

(DE), Hassas Boru in Izmit (TR) and distribu-

time allow space for new and inspiring

process and product services.

tors in Shanghai (CN) and Istanbul (TR).

ideas.

In addition to Jansen AG Oberriet (CH),
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You are always
seeking new
ideas.
We are always
providing suitable
solutions.

Our core competences
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Jansen sees itself primarily as a cooperative provider
of solutions for building systems, precision steel tubes
and sections, and plastic systems.

Technologies

Services

Solutions

Entirely customer-specific – it’s what our

Jansen provides solutions – including a

Jansen supplies the right solution – for

technology is aimed at. Flexible, swift

full range of services. With our in-house

specific applications in a wide variety

and tailor-made – Jansen deals with a

process and tool development facility,

of situations. In doing so, we continue to

wide range of requirements. Our tech

we are a flexible partner. Jansen carries

respond to new challenges. New and

nology is characterised by state-of-the-

an extensive range which is extended to

successful solutions are the result of an

art means of production and efficient

suit customer-specific requirements.

integrated approach and cooperation

and environment-friendly production

Long-term technology partnerships are

with customers and partners during the

processes. We are happy to produce

our key to success. Sophisticated logis-

development phase. Our solution- and

both small and large quantities. We use

tics round off our range of services.

customer-oriented working method is

optimal processes to suit the required

based on tried-and-tested processes

product and system characteristics.

nd constructive cooperation, supported
by comprehensive and certified quality
management.
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We are organised
in divisions.
Together they
form a strong
whole.

How we are set up
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The Jansen Group comprises the Building Systems, Steel
Tubes and Plastic Solutions divisions. Jansen is one of
the leading suppliers in these three fields of competence.
Together they make up the Jansen brand.

Shaping new worlds. With Jansen build-

Precision in series. We develop and prod

Intelligent plastic systems. Versatile

ing systems. We develop and produce

uce rolled and drawn precision steel

customer solutions for water and gas

clever profile systems for windows,

tubes and sections for various industrial

supply, heating, air-conditioning and

doors and facades in steel and stainless

applications using tailor-made materials

sanitary installations, as well as geo

steel. Form and function are designed in

and processes. Jansen products are

thermal applications, guarantee long-

perfect unity for bespoke architectural

part of a sophisticated overall solution,

term reliability, safety and economy

solutions.

especially so in the automotive industry.

even under extreme conditions.

In Switzerland and the Principality of
Liechtenstein Jansen holds the exclusive licence from Schüco for the entire
range of window, door and facade
systems in aluminium, wood/metal and
plastic, as well as for solar systems.
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How we design the future

Jansen proves its passion. We want to create substantial
added value for our customers with every «solution from
Jansen» and provide the inspiration to create something
new with us.

Academy

Commitment

Partnership

The Jansen Academy combines practice

As a Swiss company, Jansen boasts pro-

Shared values connect us to our cus-

with knowledge. This is where the

gressive energy standards. Because

tomers, just as we have shared inter-

future is. We draw on rich resources:

sustainability is close to our hearts,

ests. We create ideas for products.

exchanging experience, conveying

responsible use of resources and pro-

We are passionate about achieving

know-how and honing competence –

cesses is the rule. We are committed

unique results, and that in turn fuels

an enrichment for all involved.

to sustainable progress, in particular

our passion.

through the development of energyThe Jansen Academy is a lively place

efficient product and system solutions.

We build on long-term partnerships

for knowledge, education and the

which are based on trust and continu-

exchange of ideas. It is far-sighted,

ous development.

focused on solutions and based on a
practical approach.
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Time and again we
create something
special.
That will not
change in the
future.

Dach co m
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